MOVING FORWARD TOGETHER
A Year of Discovery and Community

2021 Impact Report
DEAR FRIENDS,

The past year has been a challenging one for the Montshire. Like you, we’ve been grappling with the pandemic and a host of related health, regulatory, and financial uncertainties. As you may know, we’ve also experienced leadership changes with the departure in April of our Executive Director, Marcos Stafne, and a month later, our Director of Education, Lisa Brahms. We have been very fortunate, however, to have a highly talented and dedicated staff, and to have our Deputy Director, Jennifer Rickards, take on the role of Acting Executive Director. Under Jennifer’s leadership, the museum has been able to stay open and accessible, to operate safely, and to offer invaluable experiences to the community. Our finances are on solid ground, our exhibits and programs are exemplary, and we’re looking to the future with optimism.

The Board of Trustees has conducted a national search for a new Executive Director, and we are excited to welcome Lara Litchfield-Kimber to this position as of January 1, 2022. Lara brings experience, intelligence, creativity, and enthusiasm to her role, as well as a sterling reputation in the world of children’s and science museums.

I personally thank you for your support of the Montshire and the crucial role it plays in our community and region in bringing the joy of science to all. I am honored to follow Scott Brown as Board Chair. Scott provided outstanding leadership during these past two years, and I extend my special thanks to both Scott and Jennifer. We are all excited to support the Montshire as we move forward.

Michael Bettmann  
Chair, Board of Trustees
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EXPERIENCING SCIENCE IN INNOVATIVE WAYS

It is said that necessity is the mother of invention. The challenges of this past year have revealed that science is more important than ever. As a trusted resource for both science-based information and joyful family learning, the Montshire worked to meet the community’s need to engage with STEM-based experiences in meaningful ways by modifying beloved exhibitions and developing new programs and amenities.

- **14** Newly developed or enhanced exhibitions and experiences
- **15,000** Square feet of gallery space and amenities modified
- **300** Wild strawberry plugs planted in the terrace
- **20** Varieties of annual flowers in *Partners in Pollination*
- **5** Miles of trails raked
Over the past year, we created new and innovative opportunities for inquiry-based science education, while prioritizing safety and accessibility for all in our community. We developed virtual programs, like Igloo Build at Home, Cardboard Community, and Animals Up-Close. We provided enhanced outdoor experiences, utilizing the Hughes Pavilion to house the Science Discovery Lab, Big Blue Blocks, and Solve It! Maze and Labyrinth. New features were added to the Play Grove, our nature-inspired play area. And more amenities were included outside, like dining areas and resting spaces, so that families can experience a comfortable visit.

The beloved Science Discovery Lab evolved from a countertop with seating for individual participants to a tabletop experience in which groups worked together to experiment and explore. The results show a more engaged experience for the entire family and a significant increase in adult participation.

### SCIENCE DISCOVERY LAB

The beloved Science Discovery Lab evolved from a countertop with seating for individual participants to a tabletop experience in which groups worked together to experiment and explore. The results show a more engaged experience for the entire family and a significant increase in adult participation.

### Families served at Science Discovery Lab

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total served</th>
<th>Children</th>
<th>Adults</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14,082</td>
<td>7,571</td>
<td>6,327</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Counters vs. Tables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adults</th>
<th>Children</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5,380</td>
<td>5,407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>380</td>
<td>4,310</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DISCOVERING THE WONDER OF DINOSAURS
Dinosaurs ignite curiosity, inspire awe, spark the imagination, and encourage thought-provoking questions. They provide countless opportunities for joyful discovery and science learning.

This year, the Montshire was thrilled to present the Summer of Dinosaurs, which allowed visitors to explore the lives of dinosaurs, big and small, through hands-on exhibits, dramatic fossil specimens, and a series of events and programs for all ages.

**SUMMER OF DINOSAURS FEATURED**

**The Amazing Allosauruses**
Spectacular life-sized fossil specimens of an adult and a juvenile Allosaurus

**Tiny Titans: Dinosaur Eggs and Babies**
An astounding array of authentic dinosaur eggs and nests collected from all over the globe, including those of each of the major plant and meat-eating dinosaur groups, along with fascinating details and artwork about the family lives of these prehistoric creatures

**Prehistoric Plants**
A lesson on the origins of current-day plant species through an impressive display of varied plant life

Sponsored by Geokon and Mascoma Bank

---

- **53** Specimens
- **5** Dinosaur families featured
- **46,631** Visitors served during the exhibition
- **550** Programs offered during the exhibition
- **5,589** Visitors served during exhibition-related special events
SUPPORTING EDUCATORS AND SCHOOLS

The Montshire STEM Alliance supports educators in teaching high-quality, hands-on science to students, while also connecting the school community to the museum. Participating schools, teachers, and students receive an array of services, including inquiry-based STEM professional development workshops, one-on-one coaching with a Montshire science educator, curriculum materials and resources, and leadership support.

**Participants**
Blue Mountain Union School (Vermont)
Bradford Elementary School (Vermont)
Danville Elementary School (Vermont)
Marion Cross Elementary School (Vermont)
Newbury Elementary School (Vermont)
Samuel Morey Elementary School (New Hampshire and Vermont)
Thetford Elementary School (Vermont)
Unity Elementary School (Vermont)
Waits River Valley School (Vermont)
Walden School (Vermont)
The way that students learn science in school can affect their perceptions of themselves as science learners for a lifetime. That’s why we’re committed to strengthening inquiry-based science teaching and learning in our region, and why we strive to improve the ecosystem of science education through support and collaboration. Teachers and school administrators look to the Montshire for expertise, professional development, and instructional resources.

Over the past year, the Montshire continued to work with schools through outreach, group visits, and the Montshire STEM Alliance, a deep and multi-faceted partnership between the museum and regional K–8 schools. As part of our STEM Alliance, we hosted our third cohort of science instructors in the Montshire STEM Teacher-Leader Certificate Program. This year-long professional development opportunity is designed to create and support a network of classroom teachers with the tools, knowledge, and passion to become leaders for STEM education in their schools.

In addition, we developed a searchable web-based resource for educators that offers easy access to a wide selection of activity worksheets, resources, and on-site programs that support teacher and student needs.
STRENGTHENING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS

The Montshire is deeply embedded in our region’s ecosystem of learning, and we work in tandem with partner organizations who share our commitment to education. We’re grateful for these collaborations that help to enhance learning opportunities, increase our impact, and strengthen our community.

COMMUNITY PARTNERS

AVA Gallery and Art Center
Cedar Circle Farm & Education Center
Child Care Center in Norwich
Dartmouth Autism Research Institute
Dartmouth College
Dartmouth Population Health
Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center
Dartmouth-Hitchcock Norris Cotton Cancer Center
ECHO, Leahy Center for Lake Champlain
Fairbanks Museum & Planetarium
The Family Place
Gulf of Maine Research Institute
Hanover Garden Club

The Hood Museum of Art
Hopkins Center for the Arts
Howe Library
Listen Community Services
Norwich Bookstore
Sensory Upper Valley
Special Needs Support Center
University of Vermont
Upper Valley Haven
Upper Valley Trails Alliance
Valley Quest
Vermont Institute of Natural Science
Vital Communities
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From the “Big Move” dance program, featuring Emmanuèle Phuon and Tom Wessels
STEM Learning Together with The Family Place

The Montshire and The Family Place were awarded a grant from the Institute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS) to launch a new education initiative, STEM Learning Together: Strengthening a System of Support for Young Families. Through this three-year initiative, both organizations will support the education and well-being of two generations within families (parents and their young children) through programs that help meet participants’ education goals, provide meaningful engagement in STEM, offer onsite job experience, and prepare participants for parenthood and the workplace.

A Learning Space for the AVA Gallery and the Hopkins Center for the Arts

This year, the Montshire continued its partnership with the AVA Gallery and Art Center by providing a learning space outdoors for the center’s plein air classes. The Montshire trails were also home to a “Big Move” dance program offered by the Hopkins Center for the Arts, featuring dance artist Emmanuèle Phuon with ecologist Tom Wessels.

Continued Collaboration with FourScienceVT

At the beginning of the pandemic, the Montshire initiated a partnership with ECHO, Leahy Center for Lake Champlain, Fairbanks Museum & Planetarium, and the Vermont Institute of Natural Science to create FourScienceVT, a consortium that provides strategic, organizational, and programmatic support to one another in order to best serve the changing learning needs of Vermonters. These science institutions continue to work together to share pandemic management strategies, seek funding for shared goals, and collaborate on ways to meet the needs of the state.
Experiencing the joy of science is at the heart of what we do at the Montshire. Effectively delivering on this promise requires a focused approach guided by core principles, which include accessibility and friendliness. That's why we strive to provide experiences that welcome all visitors and offer a comfortable and inclusive space for learning.

The Montshire's commitment to Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, and Accessibility is leading to exciting outcomes, such as greater diversity of people featured in our exhibits and communications, an assessment of the Montshire's hiring practices, and professional development for staff in areas such as bias, identity, diversity, and accessibility.

This year, the Montshire opened the Anderson Center, a community space designed to offer a more accessible and inclusive experience. This modern museum hub includes gender-inclusive restrooms, a more spacious coat room, and a renovated Porter Community Room for education programs, meetings, and special events. Made possible with support from Emily and Errik Anderson, Montshire’s Board of Trustees, the Jack and Dorothy Byrne Foundation, and the Vermont Arts Council.

The Montshire partnered with the Special Needs Support Center to offer Sensory Friendly Hours, allowing families to enjoy a quieter and less-crowded visit to the Montshire, with free admission. During these hours, the Montshire offered limited participation, reduced sound from select exhibits, a quiet respite space with sensory support supplies, and visitor resources, including a visitor social narrative, a sensory map, and a visual planner. Made possible with support from the Keller Family.

The Montshire led an idea exchange among Montshire Business Partnership companies in which local organizations shared their efforts to create more inclusive and accessible workplaces.

The Montshire continues to spotlight diverse voices in STEM through our social media platforms and in our galleries, honoring the trailblazers who move science forward.

The Warm Welcome program provided access to Montshire experiences for thousands of children and families this year. The program supports Vermont and New Hampshire families with low incomes by providing low-cost visits and memberships, as well as scholarships for Summer Camp and other programs.
PLAYING A ROLE IN CIVIC DISCOURSE

Public trust is important to us at the Montshire Museum of Science. We work hard to earn that trust by presenting accurate, evidence-based science, and we know that members of our community look to us for guidance. That’s an honor and a responsibility that we don’t take lightly.

Over the past year, we expanded the ways we serve the community, encouraging people to participate in civic dialogue and actions for the public good. For example, we used our email and online communications to encourage people to vote, to participate in the U.S. Census, and to get vaccinated against COVID-19. We hosted a session of Health Research Live!, with partners at the Public Health Council of the Upper Valley, Dartmouth-Hitchcock Norris Cotton Cancer Center, and Dartmouth-Hitchcock Population Health. Our website has been expanded to include a variety of resources about how vaccines work, where to get vaccinated, and how to talk with children about the pandemic.

“Museums and Trust 2021 [a study by the American Alliance of Museums] confirms that the public continues to regard museums as highly trustworthy—ranking second only to friends and family... The top three reasons cited as contributing to this trust are that museums are fact-based, present real/authentic/original objects, and are research-oriented.”

–Elizabeth Merritt, American Alliance of Museums
Individual Donors

October 1, 2020 to September 30, 2021

These generous individuals made gifts to the Montshire Fund, Montshire Now & Next, or to support specific Montshire initiatives.

Donald and Jan Bettencourt
Ellen and Michael Bettmann
Jamshed Bharucha and Jessie Papatolicas
Marina and Richard Billings
Charles and Gillian Billo
Lisa Binder and David Kahn
Kathy and Mark Blanchard
Pete and Ruth Bleyer
Nancy Bloomfield and Jeremy Hebert
Alice and John Blount
Cheryl Boghosian and Neil Roth
Gilberte Boghosian
Jim and Leeli Bonney
Emily and Jay Boren
Selma Borsinstein
Kate and Mark Bowen
Frank and Margaret Bowles
Susan and William Boyle
Brian and Tiffany Bradke
Ann D. and David H. Bradley
Emily Bradley
Matt Braga
Amy and Stuart Bray
Joel Breakstone and Maggie Mills
Joanna and Stephen Breyer
Tim Brigin and Laurel Mackin
Doug Britton and Katharine Fisher Britton
Clare S. Broadbent
Trudi Brock
David Bromley and Lynne Parshall
Gabriel and Jessica Brooks
Gary Brooks and Barbara Duncan
Annette Brown
Chip and Jennifer Brown
Chris Brown and Henry Brunkewicz
Mary H. and Peter C. Brown
Natasha Brown and Ahmad Khan
Scott and Mary Brown
Ellen and Tom Brydges
Brian Bulthuis and Katherine
Nautiyal Bulthuis
Haynes Bunn

DONOR REPORT, FISCAL YEAR 2021

Katie Eaton

Robert and Suzanneh Ciernia
Ann and David Cioffi
George Clark
Martha G. Clark
Russell G. Clark
Elizabeth Clauth
Lisa Cloitre
Lucinda and Peter Cobb
Lindsay and Marcus Coe
Joanne M. Conroy
Bradford Cook
Elizabeth and Todd Cook
Kelly Corbett and Malcolm Schongalla
Jasper Costan and Steven Monteverdi
Barbara and Richard Couch
Laura and Sean Covalla
Keri and Kinson Craft
Carolyn Murray Cravero and Joseph Cravero
Frederik and Sophia Crawford
Mark and Shelly Cregger
Susan Cronenwett
Deborah and Richard Cross
Marjorie Cross
Deborah M. Crowell
Amelia Cullinan and Max Vergo
Rebecca Dabora and Joseph J. Heible
Larry and Linda Dacey
Brian and Erika Dade
Gregory Dadekian and Rebecca Swenson
Elena and Jere Daniel
Robert Darby and Julie Vilchock
Brynmor and Kathleen Davis
Bryan Davis and Elizabeth Haartz
Christina and Matthew Deely
Greg DeFrancesco and Lucy Gibson
Angelica del Campo and Ricardo Siri
Christian Delaune and Emily Zeitler
KJ Dell’Antonia and Rob Seelig
Matthew Delmont and Jacqueline Wernimont
Deecie Denison
Bryant and Marilyn Denk
Rhiannon and David DeRemer
Gina and Archer des Cognets
Jordan Desroches and Amanda Plagge
Demora Dessert
Denis Devlin and Clyde Watson
Julian and Marisa Devlin
Patricia Dickens and Robert Leaton
Marlyn and Rick Dickinson
Martha and Peter Diebold
Susan Diesel and William Lyons
Elise Dietrich and Ardis Olson
Alan and Susan DiStasio
Robert Dixon
Courtney Dobyns and David Taplin
Lynn Dolan and Robert Nabinger
Katherine and William Donahue
David and Megan Donegan
Margo Doscher
Brian and Marianne Doyle
Keith Drake and Anita Mohandas
Carol and Rodney DuBois
Suzanne Dudley Schon and Graham Clarke
Andrew and Jessica Duncklee
Jay Dunlap and Jennifer Loros
Delinda Dupree
Susan and William B. Durant
Donald and Nancy Dwight
Elizabeth and Stephen Dycus
Katie Eaton
2021 MAJOR SOURCES AND USES OF FUNDS

**SOURCES OF FUNDS**

- 5% Fundraising Events
- 12% Grants and Contracts
- 16% Contributions
- 24% Admissions and Memberships
- 9% Retail Sales
- 18% Endowment
- 10% Program Services
- 6% Program Fees
- 16% Education Program and Contracts
- 42% Non-Members

**USES OF FUNDS**

- 11% Management and General
- 8% Fundraising
- 81% Program Services
- 1% School Children
- 12% Warm Welcome
- 10% Endowment

**2021 MAJOR SOURCES AND USES OF FUNDS**

**CONTRIBUTIONS**

- Federal & State Sources and 2021 Major COVID-19 Aid

**USES OF FUNDS**

- Education Program and Contracts
- Non-Members

These charts illustrate major sources and uses of funds comprising the Montshire's operating budget for the fiscal year that ended 9/30/21.

Note: “Use of Funds” does not include capital depreciation. This information is taken from our preliminary year-end financial report. Copies of our audited financial statements, prepared by our auditors, Tyler, Simms & St. Sauveur, P.C., will be available in February 2022. Please contact the Development Office at the Museum to request a copy.
Michelle Shea and Stephen F. La Sala ◊
Lesa Lakem-Man-Donald and Douglas McDonald ◊
John Lamp_p and Jennifer Tate
Bruce Lane
Dodi and Steve Larrick
James and Laura Larrick
Krista Larsen
Corey and Kerrie Lasell
Karl Laskowski and Zosia Piotrowska
Phil and Tammy Latvis ◊
Carola B. Lea ◊
Bartlett Leber and Drew Rockwell
Stephen Lee and Stephanie Yen
Andrew Lehto and Jill Rubin
Elaine and Frank Leiby ◊
Lindsey Leininger and Brian Melzer
David Lemal ◊
Annette and Nicholas Lento
Elaine G. and James E. Lenz ◊
Michael Leslie and Dane Rasmussen
David Levine and Lisa Marcus
Dianne and Gary Levine ◊
Jenny and Campbell Levy ◊
Jason and Mimi Lichtenstein
Brad and Caroline Limpert
Steven Lindemann
Raphael Lizzano and Kate Lizzano MacMillan
Susan Lloyd and Jennifer Parsons ◊
Connie and Peter Loescher ◊
Peter and Rachel Logan
Dennis and Marcella Logue
Josh and Meghan Longacre ◊
Marisa Lorenzo
Tom Loring and Karen Tenney
Carol Loveland
Matthew L. Lustig
Ellen and James Lynch ◊
Jack and Teresa Lyons ◊
Robert W. Metzger
Frederic and Susan Mackler
William Magnier
Ann and David Malena ◊
Barbara and Cynthia Maletz ◊
James and Susan Maloney
Amy and Josh Mancini
Paul and Wendy Manganiello
Divya Mani and Vicent Piedrahita
Katherine H. Mann ◊
Jennie and Josh Marchant
Nancy and Steve Marion ◊
Jonathan Marotti and Erin Marotti Salcone ◊
Jeff and Terry Marshall
Christine and Jerry Martin
Erin Martin
Lu and Peter Martin ◊
Robert and Stephanie Mathew
Barbara and Bob Mathewson
Kevin and Kristi Mattingly
Scott and Vicki May ◊
Elizabeth and Michael Mayor
Chris Mazzarella and Emily Shipman
Barry and Denise McCabe ◊
Nancy and Sandy McCall
Nina and Scott McCampbell ◊
Philip and Stephanie McCaul ◊
Kevin McCarry and Sarah Miles
Martha McDaniel and Stephen Plume ◊
Kristine and Patrick McDevitt ◊
Jaime and Kenneth McEnaney ◊
Marcie McGee and Lea Wells
Ryan McGovern and Mary Schiavoni ◊
Kathleen and Peter McGowan
Barbara and Doug McIroy ◊
Joe McKenna and Kara Michalov
Jane Kitchel McLaughlin and Peter J. McLaughlin ◊
Bruce and Susan McLaughy
Stephane Meloche and Corinna Thompson
Edward J. and Margaret L. Merrens
Carolyn and Peter Mertz ◊
Danielle Meyers
David and Lauri Miller
Peter Miliken
Kim and Chris Missiman
Shirley Mills and Steve Papa
Maggi and William Montgomery ◊
Susan and Tish Mooney ◊
Ammini S. Moorthy and Brent Ring
Mary Ellen and Virginia Moriarty
Lorraine Morrison and Karen Murphy ◊
Elizabeth and Richard Morse
Jessica and Wayne Moschetti
Robert and Shelly Moses
Emily and Robert Muller
Bruce and Cheryl Munick
Katharine Navins
Cynthia and Jessica Neily
Ian and Korinne Nevins
Joyce and Walter W. Noll
Nita and Robert Norman ◊
Heidi and Jeff North
Patricia and Tom Norton ◊
Margo Nutt
Carol Lynn and Danny O’Dea
Emily O’Hara
Denis Suspitsyna and Rose O’Neill-Suspitsyna
Carly Ogden
Alex Orem and Ellen Seiffert ◊
Susan Orkin
Nancy Osgood ◊
David and Mary Otto ◊
Wendy Ozimek
Marilyn Paganucci ◊
Patricia Palao
Jane M. Palmer ◊
Joseph and Victoria Paquin
Henry W. and Pauline W. Parker ◊
David and Lisa Pastel ◊
Beatriz Pastor ◊
Gita Patel
Barbara Payson ◊
Angelo and Nayeli Pentella
John and Maggie Pepper ◊
Dominic and Meg Perella
Abigail Perham and Arthur Skerker ◊
Joe and Laura Perras
Doug and Heather Perrygo
Charlotte Phillips
Elizabeth and William Pierce ◊
Mundy Wilson Piper and Winthrop Piper ◊
James and Karen Poague ◊
Susan Pratt
Christine Price
Gregory Prince, Jr. and Toni Prince ◊
Brad and Karen Quinn
Richard Raiselis and Susan Warren
Lynn and Phil Rauch ◊
Cara Sturman Ray and Mark Ray
Amy Redpath ◊
Cathie and Ned Redpath
John Reese ◊
Shirley M. Reid ◊
Stephanie Reiniger ◊
Catherine Rentz
Heidi J. Reynolds ◊
Kathryn and Sam Rhodes
Daniel Richards and Melissa Roth ◊
Martha and Stephen Richardson
Gail Rickards and Adam Schwarz
Jennifer Rickards and Jona Roberts ◊
Philip Rickards
Margaret and Matt Rightmire ◊
Diane and Les Riman ◊
Katherine D. Rines ◊
Eric and Sarah Roane
John and Martha Robb ◊
Lenita and Raymond Robbins ◊
Liesel Sue Robbins
David and Kathryn Roberts ◊
Deb and Mitch Robinson
Barbara and David Roby ◊
Frederick and Linda Roesch ◊
Bob and Nancy Rosenblum ◊
Colleen and Jay Rozzi ◊
Peter and Priscilla Runstadler ◊
Bruce and Michele Sacerdote
April and Zach Salas
Andrew and Terry Samwick ◊
John and Karen Sanders ◊
Brina and Frank Sands
Emily and John Sands ◊
Jill and John Schiffman ◊
Zane Schiffman
Mark and Paula Schleicher ◊
Florian and Hedwig Schroek ◊
Katherine Schubart
Jay and Tara Schuren
Sarah T. Schwaegler ◊
Audrey and Raymond Sears ◊
Anne S. Segal ◊
Susan and Stephen Shadford ◊
Michael and Phyllis Shankman ◊
Alena and Chris Shoemaker
Anne and Peter Silberfarb ◊
Janet Simmons
Susanne L. Simon
Henry Clay Simpson, Jr. and Katherine M. Simpson ◊
Ariel and Nathanael Slater
Carol and Roger Sloboda ◊
Gunilla and Leif Smedman
Alden and Missy Smith
Barry D. Smith ◊
Dudley and Julie Smith ◊
James A. Smith and Betsy Gardella ◊
Jean and Stuart M. Smith ◊
Dan Snow and Elin Waagen ◊
Emily and Logan Snyder
Carol Hill Sox and Hal Sox ◊
Sarah C. and Susan H. Spademan ◊
Patricia Spellman and James Westrich
Cynthia Stableford
Dodd Stacy ◊
Marcos A. Staife ◊
Janice and Rob Starkey
E.W. Stetson III and Jane W. Stetson ◊
Joel Stettenheim and Signe Taylor ◊
Rosie Stevens
Bayne and Jeanie Stevenson ◊
Linda Stover ◊
Marilyn and Skip Sturman
Jed and Lindsay Sturman
Malachy and Sarah Sullivan
Claude and Mary Sunderland
Christina and Timothy Swaan
E. Clinton and Bonnie R. Swift ◊
Nida S. Tansey
Alva and Gail Taylor ◊
Janet and Tim Taylor ◊
Louise and Punch Taylor
Mary Miles Teachout and Peter Teachout ◊
Elizabeth Templeton
Robert S. Terry
Sherlock Terry
John K. and Priscilla Benson, in honor of Heather, Jay, Isabelle and Laurel Benson
Dale Bromley, in honor of Emily Shipman
Gail Bromley, in honor of Emily Shipman
Katherine Nautiyal Bulthuis, in honor of all the current and future science moms for their resilience in spite of all the challenges we face
Gina des Cognets, in honor of my daughters Eliza and Annabel and the joy of science for all girls and women everywhere
David H. and Lisa T. Craig, in honor of Anne Charron
Ruthann Eastman, in honor of Audrey and Raymond Sears
Dean and Mary Feldman, in honor of our three daughters who love science
Jennifer Ferland, in honor of Reed Ferland
David Finley, in honor of Jennifer Stableford, a great woman, physician, surgeon, and mother
Jennifer Stableford, in honor of Nancy Stableford, my grandmother who was a biologist and teacher
David Flaherty and Vickie Marie Fluharty, in honor of Gabriel Hall
Patrick and Patsy French, in honor of Adeline and Walter French
Greylock McKinnon Associates, in honor of Keith Drake
Amos Hine, in honor of Lyra, Ella and Brian
Deborah A. Hogan, in honor of Ruth Van Bogelen
Heidi M. Hurd, in honor of Dr. David Lema
Miryam Kabakov, in honor of Mara Benjamin and my amazing children
Louisa Larrick, in honor of Katherine Johnson, a NASA scientist
Gary M. Levine, in honor of Marcos A. Stafne
Eric Love, in honor of Marcos A. Stafne
Amy Martinelli, in honor of my mother, Sharon Markowitz
Carolyn and Peter Mertz, in honor of Marie Lynn Miranda and Valerie Castle Opipari
Margaret Moran and Vivian Piper, in honor of Tim Horton
Amalia Myers and Richard Hatfield, in honor of Josie and Samson Hatfield
Sue Pribis, in honor of the M-STEM Teacher-Leader Group, Inaugural Class 2019-2020
Melissa Roth, in honor of two Peloton Challenges
Katie Kalata Rusch, in honor of Olena Sachnofska Kricka, a civil engineer and my grandmother
Jessica Saturley-Hall, in honor of Kathyrn and Benjamin Davies
Emily Shipman, in honor of Ginny Barlow, forester and founder of Northern Woodlands
Fred Shipman, in honor of Emily Shipman
E. Clinton and Ronnie R. Swift, in honor of Jennifer Rickards and the Montshire’s Warm Welcome Program
Nancy Szalay and Nicole Szalay, in honor of Charles Batulis
Leila Tarantelli, in honor of Danielle Vilmain and Family
Julie Thom, in honor of Dr. Leslie DeMars, an incredibly dedicated physician
Noel A. Thyson, in honor of Anne Charron Michele Tine, in honor of my fabulous and fierce daughter
Charlie and Nancy Trautmann, in honor of David Goudy and Susan Gallagher

Montshire Now & Next

Montshire Now & Next was a special impact fund established to help the museum confront the fiscal and programmatic challenges caused by the ongoing pandemic during fiscal year 2021. We are grateful to 152 donors, along with the Jack and Dorothy Byrne Foundation for its challenge gift, which raised $178,517. These unrestricted funds enabled the Montshire to be nimble, innovative, and responsive in a continually changing learning environment. All donors are listed.

The Montshire River Society

Montshire River Society members experience the Montshire through a series of special events and programs, as well as the highest level of membership privileges. These donors provide vital support to exhibit development, outreach efforts, and educational programs.

Clay and Elizabeth Adams
Emily and Errik Anderson
Anonymous
Beth and Jamie Ames
Heather and Jay Benson
Ellen and Michael Bettman
Scott and Mary Brown
Lisa Cashdan and Peter Stein
Andrea Reimann-Ciardelli and Tom Cardelli
Lisa Cloitre
Elizabeth and Todd Cook
Barbara and Richard Couch
Rebecca Dabara and Joseph Helble
Brian and Erika Dade
KJ Dell’Antonia and Rob Seelig
Denis Devlin and Clyde Watson
Suzanne Duzy Schoen and Graham Clarke
Helen and Peter Fahey
Gail Gentes and Philip Hanlon
Barbara and Mike Gerling
Brucie Hubbell
Kevin Lane Keller and Punam Keller
Hiroshi Kumazawa and Virginia Quinn
Jenny and Campbell Levy
Jack and Teresa Lyons
Katherine H. Mann
Nancy and Steve Marion
Lu and Peter Martin
Philip and Stephanie McCaul
Kristine and Patrick McDevitt
Jane Kittel McLaughlin and Peter J. McLaughlin
Chalyse and Reuel Jake Measom
Carolyn and Peter Mertz
Robert W. Metzger
Nita and Robert Norman
David and Mary Otto
Daniel Richards and Melissa Roth
Margaret and Matt Rightmire
Frederick and Linda Roesch
John and Karen Sanders
Mark and Paula Schleicher
Audrey and Raymond Sears
James A. Smith and Betsy Gardella
E.W. Stetson III and Jane Stetson
E. Clinton Swift and Bonnie R. Swift
Bayne and Jeanie Stevenson
E. Clinton Swift and Ronnie R. Swift
Nancy Szalay
Dr. Andrea and Gail Torkelson
Cathryn and Peter Volanakis
Katharine and Curtis Wellin
Kathy Wilkerson
Jenny and Stan Williams
Debra Williamson
Doug and Leslie Williamson

Honorary Gifts

The Montshire is pleased to share honorary gifts received in fiscal year 2021, a number of which were made in response to a Women in Science challenge during the Fiddlehead Fling Reimagined virtual event on May 7.

Courtney Adams, in honor of Montshire educators Lisa Brahms, Rebecca Haynes, Katie Price, and Amy VanderKooi
Adam Barker and Stephanie Jennisson, in honor of Robert Young
Heather Benson, in honor of Mary Lou Guerinot
Julie and Jason Thom
Jennifer and William J. Thomas III
Erin L. Thompson
The Thompson Family
Jennifer and Lori Tietz
Bill and Michele Tine
Dorothy and Joseph Tofel
Geoff and Karen Tomlinson
Andrew and Gail Torkelson
Lily and Omar Trajman
Inge and Heinz Trebitz
John and Kathy Underwood
Brenda Vale
Mark and Susan Valence
Aricca and Douglas Van Citters
Mary E. VanderNoot
Cindy and Jim Varnum
The Vilquin Family
Jonathan and Priscilla Vincent
Elizabeth and Nate Vinton
Ross Virginia and Sandra Virginia-Chase
Imants and Karen Vitols
Noelle G. Vitt
Robin Rice Voigt and Steve Voigt
Cathryn and Peter Volanakis
Kirsten and Marshall Ward
Michelle Warren
Chris and Emilja Warrington
Carey Waters
Jamie Watkins
Elizabeth and Jack Weingarten
Don and Robin Weisburger
Katharine and Curtis Wellin
Joan and Michael Wells
Barbara and Jessica Weren
Julia West
Carter Westund
Donna and Phil Wheeler
Huntley and Lynne Whitacre
Jonathan and Meg White
Sarah Whittemore
Kathy Wilkerson
Joseph E. Wildey
Alice Williams
Carol Williams
Jenny and Stan Williams
Debra Williamson
Doug and Leslie Williamson
Beverly and Daniel Wolf
Heather and Nathaniel Wright
James and Susan Wright
Peneleope and Peter Wright
Arthur and Jeanne Young
Zackowski Family
Drs. Erin & Pavel ZagadaIlov

We work hard to carefully review and proofread our lists and apologize if names are inadvertently omitted or misspelled. If there is an error, please contact the Montshire Development Office at 802-649-2200.

We thank all our donors for their support of the Montshire River Society.
In Memoriam
We were saddened to say goodbye to two individuals who made meaningful and lasting contributions to the Montshire Museum of Science.

Marilyn Hunter, who together with her late husband, established the Windsor & Marilyn Hunter Endowment for School Partnerships to strengthen science instruction in rural schools.

Winnifred Zappala, a devoted volunteer who assisted the Museum’s Magic Carpet program and other endeavors.

Memorial Gifts
Pat Beaver, in memory of Winnifred Zappala
Gilberte Boghosian, in memory of Winnifred Zappala
Ellen and Tom Brydges, in memory of Marilyn Hunter
Dwight and Jean Campbell, in memory of Marjorie and Richard L. Schley Jr., MD
Debra A. Clark and D. Randall Spydell, in memory of Richard W. Birnie
Martha G. Clark, in memory of Winnifred Zappala
Nancy and Richard Cummings, in memory of Winnifred Zappala
Ken Dolkart, in memory of Grace Dolkart
Enid and Ken Engler, in memory of Stephen G. Wilkerson
Karen Gollegly, in memory of Lou and Ann Bressett
Elisabeth and Mark Grey, in memory of Richard W. Birnie
David Hunter, in memory of Marilyn Hunter
David and Marilyn Johnson, in memory of Winnifred Zappala
Joan R. Lang, in memory of Marilyn Hunter
Mark and Terre Newbert, in memory of Marilyn Hunter
Florence Hoffman and James Quinn, in memory of Allie and Brian Quinn
Jennifer Rickards, in memory of Marilyn Hunter, Ben Schore, Joe Stevens, and Steve Wilkerson
Brenda Sirovich, in memory of Mahlon Hoagland
Lori Slovak, in memory of Winnifred Zappala
Margaret Southworth and family, in memory of Winnifred Zappala
Jonathan and Linda Squire, in memory of Winnifred Zappala
Diane and John Televantos, in memory of Winnifred Zappala
Laurie and Nick Ward, in memory of Richard (Dick) Ramsden
David Webb, in memory of C. Dwight Lahr
Joey and Joel Wechsler, in memory of Marilyn Hunter
Nigel N. Wilson, in memory of Stephen G. Wilkerson
Christopher Zappala, in memory of Winnifred Zappala

Montshire Legacy Circle
The following donors have informed the Montshire that they have included the museum in their estate plans through a bequest, bequest intention, trust, retirement plan, life insurance policy, or life income gift.

Anonymous (3)
James and Jane Barrett
Lisa Cashdan and Peter Stein
Marcy Chong and Alden Hall
Robert W. Christy* Trust
Nancy S. Dwight
Robert E. Field* Bequest
David Goudy
Hugh Hermann
Barbara Jones
Beverly Marshall
Lu and Peter Martin
Carolyn and Peter Mertz
David and Mary Otto
Elizabeth and Robert Porter
Jennifer Rickards and Jona Roberts
Bob and Nancy Rosenblum
Anne S. Segal
Anne and Peter Silberfarb
Joseph C. Stevens* Bequest
Jenny and Stan Williams
Debra Williamson

Leave a Legacy
Extend your support into the future! By including the Montshire in your will or estate plans, you will continue to have an impact on your community beyond your lifetime. At the same time, some gift planning options offer you income or tax benefits. There are many reasons to start or update your estate plans—a new child, a new job, an empty nest, or simply the desire to make a difference. We encourage you to name the Montshire among the beneficiaries of your plans. For more information, visit montshire.org/support.

If you have left the Montshire a provision of any kind in your estate plan and would like to be recognized for your generosity, please contact the Development Office for a confidential conversation at 802-649-2200, ext. 225.

Montshire Business Partnership
Advance Transit, Inc.
ARC Mechanical Contractors, Inc.
Archer Dental
Bio X Cell
Bond Optics
Chippers, Inc.
Chroma Technology Corporation
Clean Yield Asset Management
Co-op Food Stores
Concept2, Inc.
Dartmouth College
Dartmouth-Hitchcock
Four Seasons Sotheby's International Realty
FUJIFILM Dimatix
Gardener's Supply Company
Geokon Inc.
Global Forest Partners LP
Global Rescue, LLC
Granite Value Capital, LLC
Hannaford Supermarkets
Hanover Garden Club
The Hanover Group at Morgan Stanley
Hazen Hill Construction, LLC
JMH Wealth Management, LLC
Just Kids Pediatric Dentistry
King Arthur Baking Company
Law Office of Margaret A. Jacobs
The Lyme Timber Company
Mascoma Bank
Otto & Associates, Inc.
Pure Solutions
The Richards Group
Simple Energy
Dan Snow Stoneworks
Snyder Donegan Real Estate Group
Tasco Security Inc.
Three Tomatoes Trattoria
Trumbull-Nelson Construction Co., Inc.
Tyler, Simms & St. Sauveur, CPAs, P.C.
Vermont Organic Solutions
von Bargen's Jewelry
White Mountains Capital, LLC
Windsor Public Library
Wolf Tree

Grants and Contracts
Argosy Foundation
Jack and Dorothy Byrne Foundation
Children's Museum of Pittsburgh
The Colla Family Charitable Fund
Couch Family Foundation
Crowell Family Foundation
The Donley Foundation
Andree Wildenstein Dormeuil & Roger Dormeuil Foundation
The Dorr Foundation
The Greenspan Foundation

Martha Diebold Real Estate
Mascoma Bank
The Norwich Inn
Orr & Reno, PA
Otto & Associates, Inc.
Resource Systems Group, Inc.
The Richards Group
Simon Pearce
Stiebbs Bradley, PA
Trumbull-Nelson Construction Co., Inc.
Tyler, Simms, & St. Sauveur, CPAs, P.C.
Wells Fargo Advisors, LLC
White Mountains Insurance Group, Inc.

Businesses and Organizations
Abbvie Inc.
Adimab, LLC
Advantage Capital
Alicia J. Willette, DDS
Alloy Therapeutics
AmazonSmile Foundation
Bar Harbor Bank & Trust
BCR / Brown Commercial Realty, LLC
The Employees of Bio X Cell
Commonwealth Financial Network
Co-op Food Stores
CVS Pharmacy Stores, Hanover NH branch
Dan & Whit's General Store
Deutsche Bank Americas Foundation
Downs Rachlin Martin PLLC
Foley Hoag LLP
Four Seasons Sotheby's International Realty
Gardener's Supply Company
Geokon Inc.
Global Forest Partners LP
Global Rescue, LLC
Granite Value Capital, LLC
Hannaford Supermarkets
Hanover Garden Club
The Hanover Group at Morgan Stanley
Hazen Hill Construction, LLC
JMH Wealth Management, LLC
Just Kids Pediatric Dentistry
King Arthur Baking Company
Law Office of Margaret A. Jacobs
The Lyme Timber Company
Mascoma Bank
Otto & Associates, Inc.
Pure Solutions
The Richards Group
Simple Energy
Dan Snow Stoneworks
Snyder Donegan Real Estate Group
Tasco Security Inc.
Three Tomatoes Trattoria
Trumbull-Nelson Construction Co., Inc.
Tyler, Simms & St. Sauveur, CPAs, P.C.
Vermont Organic Solutions
von Bargen's Jewelry
White Mountains Capital, LLC
Windsor Public Library
Wolf Tree
Edmond N. & Virginia H. Moriarty Foundation
Emily Landecker Foundation
Mary and Kathleen Harriman Foundation
Hypertherm HOPE Foundation
Institute of Museums and Library Services
The Kettering Family Foundation
M.R. Metzger Family Foundation
Mascoma Bank Foundation
Robert & Catherine Miller
Charitable Foundation
NASA and Gulf of Maine Research Institute
NASA and University of Vermont
National Institutes of Health and Dartmouth College
National Life Group Charitable Foundation Inc.
National Science Foundation and SUNY Binghamton
New Hampshire Charitable Foundation, Wellborn Ecology Fund
Norwich Women's Club
Frank and Brinna Sands Foundation, Inc.
Stettenheim Foundation
Utah Division of Arts and Museums
State of Vermont Economic Recovery Grants
Vermont Arts Council

MONTSHIRE GOVERNANCE AND VOLUNTEERS 2020-2021

Board of Trustees
Clay Adams
Emily Anderson
Charlotte Bacon, Secretary (Oct.-May)
Cinny Bensen
Michael Bettmann, Vice-Chair
Scott Brown, Chair
Gina des Cognets
Jeremy DeSilva, Secretary (May-Sept.)
Suzanne Dudley Schon
Ethan Frechette
Gail Gentes
Joseph Helble
Alan Keiller
Jenny Levy
Margaret Rightmire, Treasurer
Rob Seelig
James A. Smith
Peter Stein
William J. Thomas III
Michele Tine
Katharine Welling

Corporation Officers
Cinny Bensen, President
Julie Thom, Vice President

Executive Committee
Emily Anderson
Charlotte Bacon
Michael Bettmann
Scott Brown, Chair
Jeremy DeSilva
Margaret Rightmire

Finance Committee
Clay Adams
Scott Brown
Jim Hourdequin
Alan Keiller
Margaret Rightmire, Chair

Investment Committee
Scott Brown
Alan Keiller
Frank Leiby

Governance Committee
Scott Brown
Gina des Cognets, Chair
Ethan Frechette
Alan Keiller
James A. Smith

Program Committee
Nancy Bloomfield
Scott Brown
Jeremy DeSilva, Chair
Gail Gentes
Shawn Gonyaw
Michael Livingston
Vicki May
Martin Smith
Michele Tine

Development Committee
Emily Anderson
Cinny Bensen
Michael Bettmann
Scott Brown
Gail Gentes
Laura Larrick
Raymond Sears
Katharine Welling, Chair

Donor Relations Committee
Keri Craft
Suzanne Dudley Schon
Brucie Hubbell
Colleen Rozzi
Audrey Sears
Cathryn Volanakis
Kathy Wilkerson

Event Steering Committee
Emily Anderson
Cinny Bensen
Jennifer Hutchins
Laura Larrick
Pippa Lilienthal
Emily Shipman
Julie Thom

Executive Director Search Committee
Clay Adams
Emily Anderson
Cinny Bensen
Michael Bettmann
Jeremy DeSilva, Chair
Michele Tine

Nominating Committee
Michael Bettmann, Ex officio
Scott Brown, Ex officio
Nina McCampbell
Stephanie McCaull, Chair
Jennifer Stableford

Volunteer Advisory Committee
Julie Acker
Heather Benson
Sharon Comeau
Suzanne Dudley Schon
Ken Kaliski
Martin Smith
Kathy Wilkerson

Education Volunteers
James Barrett
Heather Benson
Cynthia Day
Robert Dixon
Ann Gallagher
Julia Huddy
Bret Ladago
Ruth Ladenson
Suzanne Lefebvre
David Lemal
Gary Levine
Barbara Payson
Lisa Schweitzer
Audrey Sears
Raymond Sears
Susanne Simon
Julie Smith
Martin Smith
Beth Truax
Marc Weinstein
Kathy Wilkerson
Bert Yankielun

Exhibits and Facility Volunteers
Julie Acker
Ted Frazer
Karen Kaliski
Ken Kaliski
Zachary McNaughton
Gail Carol Nelson
Susan Tallman

The Dino Drive-In at the Fairlee Drive-In
The Montshire Museum of Science is an award-winning interactive museum in Norwich, Vermont. Located on a 110-acre site near the Connecticut River, the museum offers over 150 exhibits relating to the natural and physical sciences, ecology, and technology, as well as an outdoor space that features miles of trails, the David Goudy Science Park, and nature exhibits.

MONTSHIRE BOARD OF TRUSTEES, 2021-2022

Michael Bettmann, Chair
Clay Adams
Cinny Bensen
Scott Brown
Mark Creager
Matthew Delmont
Gina des Cognets
Jeremy DeSilva
Suzanne Dudley Schon
Ethan Frechette
Nirav Kapadia
Alan Keiller
Jenny Levy
Vicki May
Margaret Rightmire
Rob Seelig
Peter Stein
William J. Thomas III
Michele Tine
Katharine Welling

Acting Executive Director,
Jennifer Rickards